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(Re)Discover the fun of Colt Express and its 3D train, 
the one and only Wild West board game in which all 
shots are allowed to become the richest outlaw. Are 
included: 

• Colt Express, the Base Games
• Colt Express: Marshal & Prisoners
• Colt Express: Horses & Stagecoach
• Silk, a new bandit

Big Box

PRESS RELEASE

Programmation

Family

https://www.ludonaute.fr/portfolio/lost-explorers/


Each player has 10 Action cards, 6 Bullet cards and a 
Bandit pawn in their color which starts in one of the 
two tail cars of the train. The game is played over 5 
rounds. In each round, a “scenario” card is drawn at 
random. It indicates how the players should program 
their Action cards: face up, face down, 2 at a time ... 
During this phase, the Action cards are placed on a 
common stack, in turn order. This is the Schemin’.

Actions are only resolved in a second phase: the 
Stealin’. This is the time when things don’t necessarily 
go as planned. Each Bandit moves, steals loots, climbs 
on the roof, shoots, punches, or moves the Marshal, 
depending on the Schemin’ played previously.

Each round, the Bandits start at the position where 
they finished the previous round.

Bullets received from other players make you lose 
actions. If you shoot right, you’ll be awarded the title 
of gunslinger and a bonus of $ 1000.

At the end of the game, the bandit with the best loot 
wins.

Read the Rules

How to play?*
10+ 2-9 40’

SEE THE 
GAME PAGE

*to the Base Game...

Key Strengths 

The FULL Colt 
Express Experience 
in one box.
A new bandit
A 3D train and great 
components

https://www.data.ludonaute.fr/Colt_Express/RULES/Colt_Express_Rules_2016_EN.pdf
https://www.data.ludonaute.fr/Colt_Express/RULES/Colt_Express_Rules_2016_EN.pdf
https://www.ludonaute.fr/portfolio/colt-express/?lang=en
https://www.ludonaute.fr/portfolio/colt-express-big-box/
https://www.ludonaute.fr/portfolio/colt-express/?lang=en


The two expansions included

The Bandits are back and they are aiming for new targets.  The 
shape of a stagecoach can be seen close to the train, like a 
promise of new loot to grab. From now, the outlaws can also 
rely on their horse and some refreshments during the game. But 
beware of their new enemies and events…

The bandits have to face a clever and super strong Marshal now. 
Indeed this character is now played by one of the players and has 
his own goals. He wins the game if he achieves them before the 
end of the fifth round. A new car stands at the back of the train: 
the Prison car. This is the place not to be for the bandits. Beware 
not to be caught and try to get the money however.

• Horses for more movement

• A stagecoach for more action

• Some whiskey for more efficiency

• Play the Marshal and stop the Bandits

• Play the Bandit and free Prisoners

• A new Bandit and a new Action



When you play Silk, choose one special power before starting the game.
You can choose one of the three following special powers... or make up your own power.

All players must agree on the power of Silk before choosing their Bandit.

SilkSilk
Nobody knows who Silk really is.

A New BANditA New BANdit

Move power
Move 1 or 2 Cars, whether you are inside the train or on the roof. You 
can only move 2 Cars on the roof unlike 3 for the others Bandits.
During this move, you are allowed to get across a Car where a lawman is 
(Marshal or Shotgun).
If you stop on their position, the usual rules apply.
Reach or leave the Stagecoach's roof may be one of your two moves.

Block power
You block the rear door entrance. No other Character (Bandit or Marshal) can enter 
that Car through the rear door.
Only an entrance triggered by a Move Action Card can be blocked.
However, you are not blocking anyone from getting out that Car through the rear door.
You do not block the Shoots. A Character, Bandit or Marshal, who shoots from an 
adjacent Car can target any Character in your Car and vice versa.

Give to the player of your choice the Neutral Bullet you get when you encounter a Lawman (Marshal or Shotgun) and then change positions as specified in the rulebook.
You still get a Neutral Bullet when the Passengers' Rebellion or the Marshal's revenge is triggered.

Dodge power
(Valid only when no player is the Marshal)



+

Technical Info
Release Date: 14 January 2022
MSRP: 50,00 €
Dimensions: 29,5 x 42 x 8 cm
Weight: 1900g
Avaibility: Germany, Belgium, Canada, 
Danemark, Spain, USA, France, UK, 
Switzerland 
EAN EN: 3 760 269 592 315
Made in China

In the Box

the content of the Colt Express base box
the content of the Horses and Stagecoach expansion
the content of the Marshal and Prisoners expansion



Here it comes! This new expansion of Colt Express adds a 
second 3D train, a team mode of the most enjoyable and 
Top Secret documents that could allow you to become 
very rich if you manage to rob them... But beware, you 
have to be back in the right train at the end of the game!

Learn more

COMING IN 2022
A new expansion

https://www.ludonaute.fr/portfolio/colt-express-2-trains-1-mission/?lang=en
https://www.ludonaute.fr/portfolio/colt-express-2-trains-1-mission/?lang=en

